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Chapter 16
Considering Subcontractors in Distributed
Scrum Teams

Jakub Rudzki, Imed Hammouda,
Tuomas Mikkola, Karri Mustonen,
and Tarja Systä

Abstract In this chapter we present our experiences with working with subcontrac-
tors in distributed Scrum teams. The context of our experiences is a medium size
software service provider company. We present the way the subcontractors are se-
lected and how Scrum practices can be used in real-life projects. We discuss team
arrangements and tools used in distributed development teams highlighting aspects
that are important when working with subcontractors. We also present an illustrative
example where different phases of a project working with subcontractors are de-
scribed. The example also provides practical tips on work in such projects. Finally,
we present a summary of our data that was collected from Scrum and non-Scrum
projects implemented over a few years. This chapter should provide a practical point
of view on working with subcontractors in Scrum teams for those who are consid-
ering such cooperation.

16.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss industrial experiences in organising distributed Scrum
teams that include members from subcontracting organisations. We present specific
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context of working with subcontractors in such teams. We discuss details of our
experiences in subcontracting [1] and in Scrum projects [2] that have been reported
in our previous publications. However, in this chapter we focus on the practical
aspects of cooperating with subcontractors in distributed Scrum teams.

The practices that we discuss should be particularly helpful for companies that
are planning to use subcontractors in their distributed Scrum teams. However, those
who already have such teams, can use all or selected recommendations in the later
parts of this chapter. First we present, in Sect. 16.2, the process of selecting subcon-
tracting partners we used. Next in Sect. 16.3, we discuss agile practices and tools
that have been used in our distributed and subcontracted project teams. Those prac-
tices and tools are rather generic agile practices, but their specific aspects, for ex-
ample quick feedback, are particularly important in the context of distributed teams
with subcontractors. In Sect. 16.4 we go through a life-cycle of an example dis-
tributed project phases where we present how the agile practices and tools are used
when working with subcontractors. Finally, in Sect. 16.5, we conclude this chapter
with a summary of findings and possible future work. However, before going into
details we should present the company (Sect. 16.1.1), which is the context for this
work, and present our methodology (Sect. 16.1.2) and main results (Sect. 16.1.3) as
an executive summary for the readers who are not interested in the actual details.

16.1.1 Company Context

As the experiences that we discuss have been gained in a context of a specific com-
pany, we will first present this context. Our experiences have been obtained through
a few years of cooperation with subcontractors at Solita.1 Solita is a Finnish software
service provider (SSP) that specialises in providing high quality software services in
various domains. Since 1996 Solita has offered its services to customers in different
domains, ranging from media, telecommunication, to public sector institutions and
others. The diversity of customers and provided solutions demand very close coop-
eration with end customers, which requires a special approach to team organisation
and choice of processes used. Additionally, the company has been changing inter-
nally over the years and has grown into a medium size company of 150+ specialists
with two offices in two cities in Finland. These details give some perspective to the
experiences we report on.

16.1.2 Methodology

Our findings on subcontractors in Scrum teams are based on our experience and the
study we have conducted to find out the differences between Scrum and non-Scrum

1www.solita.fi.
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projects. The summary of that study has been already published [2]. To obtain the
data we prepared five questions following the Goal Question Metric (GQM) [3]
methodology. We found this method to be most suitable for finding out how Scrum
teams performed comparing to other teams. In this chapter we focus only on the
study parts that are most relevant for the subcontractors involvement in Scrum
projects.

Our GQM questions were as follows:

• Q1: Do the current agile practices benefit projects? We used three metrics Cus-
tomer Satisfaction, Profitability, and Team Performance to answer this question.

• Q2: Does the customer’s direct involvement in the project benefit project suc-
cess? We distinguished three levels of customer involvement (none, partial and
full involvement) and grouped project results based on this metric.

• Q3: Is the communication different in agile projects? We used two metrics the
Communication Factor (time spend by the whole team for communication tasks)
and Project Manager time (time spent for management tasks).

• Q4: How to adapt agile practices to suit commercial needs? This question was
answered based on interviews with project leaders of all the investigated projects.

• Q5: What kinds of projects suit agile practices? This question was based on the
project results and interviews with project leaders.

The data was collected based on interviews with Solita’s project leaders and data
was also obtained from IT systems that track project work time and financial data.
We would like to clearly indicate that the data we collected was gathered with as
much care as it was possible at the time, but it is not a perfect collection. Our study is
limited to only one specific company. Therefore, our study is placed in the context of
a medium size software service provider. Cases dealing with larger distributed teams
can be found in literature, for example in a report on distributed teams developing
Windows Vista [4].

Additionally, the collected data has also limitations regarding its quality, which
might have affected metrics used for measuring customer satisfaction and team per-
formance in particular. Both of the metrics were based on the subjective judgement
of the project managers. Despite those limitations the data used as indicative ref-
erence point may be useful for other researches or practitioners who seek some
references from similar contexts.

16.1.3 Main Results

All of the analysed projects amounted to 18 projects realised between 2006 and
2008. From those projects 8 projects were Scrum projects, which are most relevant
for this study. We present more detailed data in the Appendix, while in this section
results mostly relevant to subcontractors in Scrum teams are briefly discussed.

Findings to the question Q1: Do the current agile practices benefit projects?
showed that Scrum projects performed in general better than traditional projects.
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The number of subcontractors did not seem to be a factors impacting projects suc-
cess in the analysed cases.

The next question that was relevant to subcontractors was Q3: Is the commu-
nication different in agile projects? An answer to this question showed that both
Communication Factor and PM time were usually higher in projects with one sub-
contractor in a team. That can be explained by a need of additional formal commu-
nication with a person who is on a remote side. In general we found that commu-
nication factor and PM time increased in Scrum projects, but the increase was not
very high (within a few percent points) comparing to traditional projects.

The question Q4: How to adapt agile practices to suit commercial needs? is the
most relevant to work with subcontractors. The answers included observations and
suggestions about the practises used in projects. Those suggestions and observations
are presented in details in Sect. 16.3 and illustrated in the example presented in
Sect. 16.4.

Finally, in the question Q5: What kinds of projects suit agile practices?, which
was based on data analysis and interviews, we did not find any absolute limits for us-
age of Scrum and subcontractors in various project types. Scrum projects performed
well even in cases where the teams included subcontractors and were distributed
across more than two locations. Most of the Scrum projects were implementation
projects where Scrum and subcontractors were used during development phase.

Generally, our findings presented in this chapter indicate better performance in
Scrum-driven projects comparing to more traditional methodologies. In the con-
text of work with subcontractors the quick feedback and organised communication
seem to be the success factors that help project performance. We also discuss a sub-
contractor selection process where among other aspects the compatibility in terms
of methodologies used and culture are criteria taken into account during the selec-
tion. Finally, we provide examples of tools that can be used in distributed projects
to provide easy access and communication channels between team members from
different organisations.

16.2 Subcontractors in an SSP Company

Having defined the company profile in which we operated we can discuss the pro-
cesses we used for selecting subcontractors. The selection processes are important
from the cooperation with subcontractors point of view that we describe as an ex-
ample project walkthrough in Sect. 16.4.

The selection of a suitable subcontracting partner is especially important in the
case of close cooperation between the development team that includes (or consists
of) subcontractors and the end customer. In Solita we used a subcontractor selec-
tion process that has been built to suit our specific needs. The process was based on
our experiences and existing best practices, which for example include a study on
the quality in virtual teams and culture aspects of such teams [5], which was based
on sourcing model eSCM-SP [6, 7]. We have already reported details of this pro-
cess [1], and therefore in this section we focus on the elements that are most relevant
to the creation of distributed teams with subcontractors.
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16.2.1 Why Subcontractors?

There are many reasons for using subcontractors, the main ones include access to
specialists, flexibility in team creation without the need to temporarily extend own
staff, and potential differences in costs. Usage of specialists from other software
organisations, namely subcontractors, requires careful selection of those partners as
well as good team organisation. Subcontracting in a software service provider (SSP)
company differs from that of product-orientated companies. The main difference is
the direct interaction of subcontractors with the end customer, which usually does
not take place in the case of product development.

In the case of SSP, the company serves its customers by delivering customised
solutions specific to customer’s needs. These solutions may differ in technology and
nature of the solution, which may be a software implementation, but it can also be
specialised consulting service provided to the customer in the area of the expertise
of the SSP. However, in any case a team developing a solution for a customer works
very closely with the customer. In that setting the team members, including the
subcontractors, must be suitable for such a work environment. This is one of the
reasons why Solita carefully selects subcontracting partners.

16.2.2 Distributed Development Stakeholders

Teams that work in the context of SSP companies generally involve a few stakehold-
ers whose roles we should discuss in order to understand their roles in the distributed
development teams. We can list three main stakeholders involved directly in devel-
opment of specific software solutions:

• Software Service Provider is the party that orchestrates the whole development
process of a solution. SSP is responsible for contacts with other parties (i.e. cus-
tomers and possible subcontractors). SSP is responsible for delivering a solution
that the Customer expects. SSP plays the central role in the case of customised
solution development.

• Subcontractor is the other specialised software organisation who provides their
experts to SSP’s teams. The subcontractor takes the responsibility for their staff
but does not have to be directly involved in specific solution development as a
whole. Only selected experts from Subcontractor’s team are directly involved in
development.

• Customer is the ordering party who expects a specific solution to help its busi-
ness. The Customer may be involved in the solution development to a different
degree, depending on the needs and expectations. In the case of teams consisting
of subcontractors the customer is usually not interested in the details of the team
organisation, but the customer is very interested in the results of the team work.

These three stakeholders interact during the solution development process. Fre-
quently, all of these stakeholders are distributed, which contributes to the complexity
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of cooperation. Furthermore, in some cases the stakeholders’ roles may be mixed,
for example, the original SSP organisation may be hired by another SSP. In that case
the original SSP is a subcontractor to the hiring SSP, while the original SSP still has
its own subcontractors. This may make the organisational complexity difficult to
grasp, but the basic roles can still be recognised and the processes and tools specific
to given role are applicable.

16.2.3 Subcontractor Selection Process

The subcontractor selection process used at Solita consists of a few stages. The
process’ steps are depicted in Fig. 16.1. First, we performed an initial search of
all possible candidate companies. Already at this stage the search was limited by
location and technology. In our case the location was limited to a few European
countries that from the Finnish perspective can be regarded as nearshore locations.
This location limitation was imposed in order to have a possibility of arranging face-
to-face meetings quickly, and additionally to reduce timezone problems in the case
of every day communication.

The next step was sending initial offer requests to companies that were selected
from the results of the initial search. Then the replies were analysed for basic com-
pany details and possible pricing provided by the potential subcontracting partner.
Then arranging interview could start. As preparation for the interview, the potential
subcontractor companies were sent a questionnaire with questions about the can-
didate’s organisation. If such a company has experience with agile techniques, or
at least some of them, it is likely that cooperation with the company at that level
will be more straightforward than in the case of companies unfamiliar with such
techniques. Additionally, our questions were related to typical projects done at the
candidate company. We asked, for example, about project size, typical length of
projects, roles in the projects and customer types. Answers to those questions pro-
vided information about the candidate company and its suitability to work in SSP
teams. We conducted the actual interviews with candidate companies as teleconfer-
ences. We also discussed in more details the answers to our questionnaire at that
stage giving us clarifications to answers that might not be clear after reading the
questionnaire answers.

After conducting the interviews we selected a few companies that seemed to be
the most suitable candidates and we arranged an on-site meeting in the candidate’s
premises. One of the reasons for meeting in the candidate office was to see the
environment in which the people work there. For example, the Internet connection
quality, open or closed office space, and equipment can provide some indication
of company infrastructure and the culture, which both are relevant in the case of
cooperation with SSP’s projects. The visits also gave us a chance to talk directly to
specialists from potential subcontracting partners.

Finally, after conducting the interviews and analysing the data the subcontracting
partners could be chosen. The partners selected over a certain period of time are
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Fig. 16.1 Subcontractor selection phase [1, p. 227]

likely to differ in terms of their technological expertise, but they are likely to have
similar cultures. Further cooperation will reveal possible differences and areas for
improvements. We present an example of cooperation with subcontracting partners
in a project in Sect. 16.4.
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16.3 Subcontractors in Scrum Teams

Before going into details of software development in distributed subcontracted
Scrum teams, we discuss different agile practices and tools used in projects. We
focus on Scrum methodology, but we also discuss other agile supporting practices
used in Scrum projects. These practices and tools can be used together or selec-
tively depending on needs. However, certain practices should always be followed
in the case of agile projects. There are many practices and tools that could be dis-
cussed, however, we are focusing on the ones that have been used at Solita. The
practices and tools we discuss have been gathered based on the literature reports,
experiences of our customers, and our own observations over years [2]. A good
overview of agile practices in a distributed team provides, for example, an article by
Martin Fowler [8].

16.3.1 Scrum

The most prominent agile practice used by us is Scrum methodology [9]. Scrum has
been researched rather extensively in recent years, including the initial methodol-
ogy description by Schwaber [9] as well as later applications in distributed teams
reported, for example, by Sutherland et al. [10] or by Paasivaara et al. [11]. This
methodology consists of a few elements that practically help to organise projects.
One of the most important aspects of Scrum is a quick feedback loop, which bene-
fits projects in cases where corrective actions must be taken. A team performs work
according to a feature list defined in a product backlog. The features reflect cer-
tain functionalities that the end customer wants to have in the final product. Please
note that in this case a product does not have to refer to a real marketable product,
but rather a tailored software solution, which helps the customer to achieve certain
business goals.

The features are implemented in an order determined by the priorities set by a
product owner, who is responsible for setting the priorities according to the business
value of particular features. The product owner selects features that should be im-
plemented in a coming sprint. A sprint is a period of time dedicated to development
of selected features.

An overview of Scrum activities in a project is presented in Fig. 16.2. For each
sprint there is always a planning session when the implementation scope for the
sprint is decided. Then status meetings are held on daily basis. At the end of a
sprint the team demonstrates the implemented features. Also then the past sprint is
analysed as a retrospective and all team members have an opportunity to comment
on the work done. Retrospectives are important in distributed teams as they encour-
age open communication. Finally, either the development continues in following
sprints, or it is finalised with a delivery.
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Fig. 16.2 Scrum activities overview

Practical Tip: Our experiences show the usefulness of Scrum in distributed
teams with subcontractors. Scrum practices are especially useful in such a
context as they provide important feedback loops. One is a daily feedback
provided in the whole team on the progress of the development, so that the
state of a project should be well known to the whole team regardless of their
location. The other feedback is provided at the end of the sprint when the
sprint has been analysed. This quick feedback gives a Scrum team the oppor-
tunity to take corrective actions before the project goes too far off the planned
track. Finally, Scrum renders subcontractors as equally involved in the team
activities as the team members from the SSP organisation.

16.3.2 Communication

Communication is extremely important especially in the case of distributed teams,
which cannot benefit from direct informal communication as occurs in the case of
co-located teams. Scrum defines a few meeting types (i.e. daily meetings, planning
and demonstration sessions). Naturally, in addition to these meetings other meetings
are often arranged, e.g., special workshop sessions on specific topics, discussions
with customers, etc. In all theses cases, the practical arrangements of the meetings
can be done in different ways.

Face-to-face meetings are most optimal for the efficiency and quality of com-
munication, but such meetings frequently held may not be feasible in the case of
distributed teams or customers located in remote locations. In these cases telecom-
munication tools can be used as a replacement for face-to-face meetings. Of course,
a phone teleconference is a natural choice, but it can be replaced by Voice-Over-IP
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solutions, which are typically more cost efficient. In addition to voice communica-
tion, videoconferencing tools can be used. There are many such solutions, which
often offer very good quality. Videoconferencing can be a really good replacement
for face-to-face meetings, but its use is limited by the infrastructure of the partici-
pating parties. Therefore, we find videoconferencing to be working best between se-
lected locations (e.g., company offices), where the necessary equipment has already
been installed. In addition to high-end hardware-based videoconferencing solutions,
different software clients can be used. Such clients usually also support other func-
tions, in addition to audio and video. A very useful feature during teleconferences
is a shared screen where presentation, or other material can be shared.

Formal meetings that are the official channel of communication, even in the case
of frequent Scrum meetings, may not be sufficient. That is why we use additional
tools that at least try to enable less formal communication within distributed teams.
Instant messaging tools, which often are the same tools as the ones used for voice
or video communication, can be a good substitute of less formal communication.
Usage of IM in projects is not a new concept and usage of IM in distributed teams
has been reported in literature, for example by Herbsleb et al. [12]. In Solita we use
Skype2 as the primarily teleconferencing and instant messaging tool and LifeSize3

for videoconferencing.

Practical Tip: A development team can use a common chat where all the team
members can easily exchange options, notify about changes, ask questions,
and see availability of other team members. A chat can be used more willingly
by subcontractors from other locations than phone, as it is less disruptive and
more cost-effective. Team chat rooms have proved to be quite useful in real
life projects.

16.3.3 Planning and Progress Tracking

The planning of a sprint is done in a meeting of the whole team. The product backlog
features are moved to a sprint backlog, divided into tasks and re-estimated. The team
can do the estimation using planning poker or other techniques, which for example
have been described by Mike Cohn [13]. From our experience planning poker works
well in distributed teams as it involves the participation of the whole team, which
encourages also active participation of subcontractors. Additionally, in this way of
estimating it is easy to notice any differences in opinions concerning the difficulty of
a task. When estimates from individual team members differ significantly additional

2http://www.skype.com.
3http://www.lifesize.com.
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analysis and discussion is needed, as the difference indicates a lack of common
understanding.

When the planning is done the tasks are recorded in an issue/task tracking system.
In our case JIRA4 is used. Issue tracker, like JIRA, allows for following statuses of
individual tasks. Finally, JIRA is a web application, which makes easy for all team
members to use it regardless of their location.

Practical Tip: Planning poker ensures that also team members from subcon-
tracting organisation take part in the estimates. Additionally, the formula of
planning poker, which resembles a card game, relaxes the atmosphere in the
team.

In the case of issue status tracking, if the team members do not update
regularly the task statuses, it can be done in the daily scrum meetings.

16.3.4 Code Sharing and Development Feedback

A development team must be able to share its work and see feedback on individ-
ual work in the context of the whole team. Team members developing a software
solution must be able to share their work artifacts in a way supporting versioning.
Version control systems allow team members to share code and specify possible
access restrictions to it. As the team is spread across multiple sites, all the sites
and team members must have an access to the version control. In the case of Solita
projects, Subversion (SVN)5 is typically used. It is an easy tool to use and can be
integrated with many IDEs or file management applications.

In the context of agile distributed teams, techniques of organising version control
in a way that supports efficient development can also be implemented. One arrange-
ment of SVN that we use is to have two branches for ongoing development and
releasable code. That style of configuring, but in the context of multiple teams, has
been described by Henrik Kniberg [14]. This SVN arrangement allows for having a
stable code base at any time of the development.

In addition to collaboration on the shared code base, the team must be able to get
quick feedback about status of the whole software they develop as a team. Continu-
ous Integration (CI), which was described by Martin Fowler [15], is a technique that
ensures that the code submitted to the version control is verified in a build process.
The CI tool that we use for Java projects is Bamboo,6 but there are also many open
source alternatives.

4http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira.
5http://subversion.tigris.org.
6http://www.atlassian.com/software/bamboo/.
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Practical Tip: We typically configure the CI tool in a way that all team mem-
bers get notifications by email if build was unsuccessful. The successfulness
of a build can be determined based on compiled code or test results. Usually,
also other static analysis are done on the code so that, for example, coding
conventions are verified.

16.3.5 Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge sharing among the members of a distributed team is essential for their
success. Moreover in this case a tool that can be easily accessed by all team members
regardless of their original organisation is most useful. Wiki-like web applications
give much freedom in creating and managing documentation on-line. At Solita we
primarily use a commercial tool Confluence.7 There are many other commercial
or free tool alternatives. The main advantage of wiki-like systems is the support for
easy page creation, editing, sharing, so that team members can add and edit informa-
tion themselves. Furthermore, page versioning reveals what kinds of changes have
been done, and by whom.

16.3.6 Team Spirit

As a final note about subcontractors in teams, we would like to mention an impor-
tant aspect of any cooperation, which is a good team spirit. Trust and good relations
between all team members must be built up over time, but in distributed teams that
aspect of team existence should not be neglected. One channel of providing feed-
back of the team spirit are the retrospective sessions where all team members can
have a say about the project. However, in some cases this may not be enough, partic-
ularly if a project is a long lasting one, the team atmosphere can change over time.
Therefore, it may be a good idea to create a survey about the team atmosphere. Such
a survey can be easily created on-line in free services hosted externally. When the
survey is organised this way, the team members can feel comfortable that their re-
sponses are anonymous. A survey should have questions covering different aspects
of working in a distributed team, starting from technical challenges but also includ-
ing motivation, identification with the team, workload (too much/too little work)
and general feeling about the project work. The results of such a survey should be
analysed and if needed corrective actions should be taken.

7http://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence/.
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16.4 Subcontractors and Project Phases

In order to explain all the typical activities in a Scrum project that is distributed and
uses subcontractors, we now present an illustrative example project walkthrough.
The example project is not any particular project we have done, but rather a repre-
sentation of a typical scenario, which should be more useful than any particular case.
In this walkthrough we point out any issues that in real cases we found important
and which may help the readers in their own projects.

This example project walkthrough starts from team assembling, and does not
include any activities related to offering the project to the customer. The only sell-
ing point which is really relevant to the project organisation, is the project contract
model. The most suitable for Scrum projects is a time-material type of contract as it
is most natural for this kind of project organisation. On one hand the customer has
the freedom to make changes and decide what has to be done, on the other hand the
team is not internally limited by certain scope. Additionally, such contract models
in a way force more active participation from the customer side, which provides
better feedback from the customer. If the project is organised under a fixed scope
and price contract, the scope is known, but the implementation order and internal
communication of the team still can follow Scrum principles.

We can distinguish the following high level project phases: preparation, develop-
ment, and release.

16.4.1 Preparation

In the preparation phase the project team is assembled. Knowing the exact or esti-
mated project scope we can predict the resource needs for the project, and also the
kind of expertise the project needs. At that phase the subcontractors are selected.
Naturally, the initial decision that subcontracting partners can be used is done at the
earlier stage and agreed with the customer. Depending on the required expertise a
specific partner’s resources can be allocated. Our Scrum project typically consists
of a team of three to six members. There are no real limits to the size of a team but
practically smaller teams may not be feasible, while larger ones may be considered
for splitting into smaller groups. If the subcontractors work in a different location
than other team members, the sites should be balanced, so that there is not a site with
only one developer. In such arrangement the isolation of one developer might im-
pact the team integration and communication needs. If there are at least two or more
team members per site, they still can communicate locally and be equally involved,
as a site, in the development.

Once the team is known the tools and access to them can be arranged. All the
team members, regardless of their location, should have access to the needed tools.
The tools depend on the technology of a project, but the communication, knowledge
sharing, and tools providing feedback should be accessible across the whole team.
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The first activity that the whole team does together is to explain the project scope
to the team. It is so called project kick-off meeting. At that point the project practi-
calities must be explained, too. These include the processes in the project. In the case
of subcontractors, especially if they work for the first time with us, it is essential to
explain the methodology and ways of working together. If the team is experienced,
only the new elements specific to the project must be explained. Additionally, the
vision of the project and what is expected from it, must be clear to everybody.

Practical Tip: It is good practice to have the processes and ways of work
documented in a shared place, e.g., wiki. So that all the team members can
access the documentation when they need to. Moreover as the practices are
generally common, they can be reused in major parts across multiple projects.

A project should also collect the basic contact information about all the
team members, so that the people could easily find the correct person. Such
an internal contact directory may also contain photographs of the people, so
that the communication can be more personal even when it is done remotely.

Finally, after assembling the project team, including the subcontractors and in-
ternal personnel, the project development phase can start.

16.4.2 Development

The development phase follows the Scrum principles. Therefore the planning ses-
sion is the first development activity. Such a meeting requires the whole team as
well as preferably a customer representative and/or product owner. In practice often
the product owner role is not performed by a person from outside of the team. So
the role is taken by the technical lead who knows the background of the project. In
some cases it is possible to have a customer representative who is able to present
the customer point of view, but may not necessarily be technically capable of recog-
nising dependencies and impact of different features. In that case the product owner
role is shared between the customer and the technical leader in the project.

During the planning meeting the planned features should be discussed and a few
first ones taken into sprint backlog, divided into tasks and estimated. This estimation
is needed as the team commits to completing specific features in a sprint, and the
whole team should decide how much time they need. At the project offering stage an
initial rough estimation of the features is also done in order to predict possible effort
needed for completion of all features. However, the initial estimate is not done by
the whole team, it is done by experts planning the project. When the team estimates
enough tasks for the following sprint, then the commitment for the sprint can be
done. Additionally, as the efficiency of the team may not be known very thoroughly
at the beginning, it is possible to have new features additionally estimated at the
planning meeting. These features are not in the scope of a sprint, but they can be
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taken in, if all other features for which the team commits are done before the end of
the sprint.

Practical Tip: The distributed team, especially if working together for the first
time, should have a chance to meet face-to-face. So the introduction meeting
and the first planning meeting can be combined into one session that takes
place at one of the development sites. When the team members meet for the
first time it also may be worth organising an informal event that brings the
team together. A common dinner may be one of the options to start building
up the team spirit.

Furthermore in cases when important matters must be discussed a face-to-
face meeting including at least the key people, may be more productive, than
teleconferences or similar forms of communication.

For the backlogs we use just a spreadsheet which is updated during the planning
session. The reason for using a simple spreadsheet is that it is quicker to edit than
tasks in an issue tracker, and additionally it can be easily sent to a customer with
indicated progress if needed. After the planning the project leader transfers all the
tasks into the issue tracking tool.

Then on a daily basis the team discusses the current development status. It is
important for the whole team to know beforehand when a feature is considered
as complete and can be marked as such in the issue tracking tool. The definition of
completion depends on the nature of the project, but for example, for a Java software
implementation the definition could include: working code, unit tests, automated
acceptance test cases, and documentation. If all these elements that are considered
to be mandatory to regard a feature as complete are in place, only then a feature is
really complete.

Practical Tip: If the team has problems with following the definition of com-
pleteness, individual tasks can be explicitly defined for each element of the
definition, e.g., unit tests, documentation, etc. So that the tasks are at a low
granularity level. Usually after some time the team members remember that
each implemented feature must also include working unit tests and documen-
tation.

For the meetings the teleconferencing tools can be used. If the team notices, and
especially the scrum-master, that there are issues that must be clarified in order to
proceed with the development, then additional workshops on a specific subject can
be organised. Such an issue may be a technical impediment, but it can also be a need
for finding out customer’s preferences for the solution, or some technical decisions
that need additional expertise. Furthermore the workshop in practice can be just a
short phone call where the issue is discussed.
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Practical Tip: If a team is not used to participating in daily Scrum meetings, it
may occur that the status reporting becomes chaotic, and that can happen es-
pecially when the meeting is organised as a teleconference. A simple solution
that we used in such cases, is to have the status records kept in a wiki page
that is displayed and edited on a shared screen during the meeting. The status
record contains the names of all team members, which determines the order of
providing the status, and also the previous status, which allows for observing
the changes in status every day. Finally, the use of written status reports, can
help to avoid misunderstandings if the voice quality is not very good, as the
reported status is visible to everybody.

During the development the team also receives constant feedback about the im-
plementation status from Continuous Integration tool. The builds are done each time
the changes are made to the code base and the notification of build failures are sent
by email. Moreover all team members can check build statues in a web UI of the
application, which again can be easily accessed by all team members regardless of
their location.

A sprint ends with a demonstration and retrospective sessions. Practically that
can be a single meeting. At the demonstration the completed features are presented.
Features can be presented even if the development did not concern any user inter-
face. A running process, web service, file transformations, or database content can
be presented. If some features have not been completed (according to the complete-
ness definition), the team should discuss why the features were not completed. Then
those features should be re-estimated according to their statuses, and included in the
following sprint, providing that the features are still within the scope of the project.
After the demonstration, the team retrospective can be performed. If the customer
actively participates in the development, they can also provide feedback during the
retrospective. The team’s feedback can be gathered as a sprint summary in a wiki
page.

Finally, if there are any other features left for the development, then a new plan-
ning session is carried out. After that the whole Scrum sprint cycle is repeated. If
there are any actions based on the retrospective feedback received that should be
addressed at the time of new planning, they should be included in the planning. One
important aspect of planning is the length of a sprint. If the length of the sprint
seems to be a problem, then it should be adjusted. Typically our sprint’s length is
between two and four weeks.

Practical Tip: In the case of long-lasting projects before a retrospective ses-
sion a survey about the team spirit can be carried out. Then the results can be
discussed at the retrospective session and possible corrective actions can be
agreed.
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Furthermore at least at the end of each sprint the version control system is up-
dated with the latest version of the solution, so that the changes are also trackable at
the interim release level in addition to constant version control system updates done
during the development.

If all the planned features are done, the development activities may be completed
and the project transforms to the release phase.

Practical Tip: We found it useful for team building to have a small celebra-
tion after a successful sprint completion. As the team is distributed common
activities may be difficult to organise, but one way to have a common activity
is to have a short team game session on-line, which was actually suggested by
one of our customers. The game itself is not as important as a relaxed team
activity. It also does not have to take much time, but rather encourage people
to share their hobbies and interests.

16.4.3 Release

When the implementation is ready there can still be some final activities for the
team. The software to be released should be tested well by the point of the release,
however, the customer may require additional tests, or there may be some man-
ual tests that should be executed once more when the software solution is fully
completed. If the automated tests cover all the functionality, then naturally manual
testing is not needed.

The final activities are the software packaging and possibly deployment. The
packaging is always required as the customer must receive a full package containing
all ordered deliverables, including code, documentation, test reports. If the customer
also requested, the deployment may need assistance from the team side. After the
deployment and acceptance tests on the customer side, the project ends, or if any
problems are found, then they are fixed and software is delivered again.

The project ends when the software is accepted by the customer. Also then the
team gathers for the last meeting to summarise the project. The overall feedback
from the customer, team, and the project leader is analysed. Internally the feedback
received can be used for the future projects. The team ends the project and the final
solution is versioned as the final release. The team members are free to start work
in new projects.

16.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented our experiences with subcontracted Scrum teams
in a software service company Solita. We discussed different agile practices and
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tools highlighting their particular applicability in distributed and subcontracted
Scrum teams. We also presented a process of selecting potential subcontracting part-
ners suitable for specific companies, which in our case was a software service com-
pany. We presented the process steps and certain selection criteria relevant to our
context. We also walked through an example Scrum project that used subcontrac-
tors. The example showed when particular agile practices can be used in different
project phases. The combination of the selection and later working with subcontrac-
tors should provide the reader with a good overview of practices used successfully
in Solita.

Additionally, we have shared our research results that can be regarded as indica-
tive data for further comparison with other cases. The data collection and metrics
we used, can be developed and adjusted to other organisations’ needs. We also noted
problems with our current data collection approach, which should be refined over
time.

16.5.1 Practical Implications

We have discussed a real-life subcontractor selection process used in a software ser-
vice company. We also indicated the process aspects (e.g., compatible methodology
and culture) that are important during the subcontractor selection in addition to tech-
nology and business aspects. We have noted benefits of Scrum feedback loops in the
case of distributed projects with subcontractors. We have also gathered a few prac-
tical tips that have been used in our projects with subcontractors. The tips included:

• Documentation practices in a way that allows all team members easy access and
contribution,

• importance of face-to-face meetings in the process of building team trust and
cooperation,

• usage of wiki pages for Scrum meeting minutes to facilitate daily meetings or-
ganised as teleconferences, and

• social team activities as an additional way of building team spirit.

These practical tips can be used directly in other Scrum teams, and they can be
modified to fit the needs of other environments as well.

16.5.2 Research Implications

Our research findings and detailed data collected from 18 projects of different types,
which included 8 Scrum projects, can be used as a reference point in the case of other
studies. The presented data contains quantitative data obtained from various sources
(e.g., company IT systems and interviews). The data covers a few years between
2006 and 2008, therefore it is relatively extensive for one organisation case.
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The subcontracting process as well as the agile tools and practices will be fur-
ther mastered and developed in our future projects. Therefore, a more detailed and
broader study in terms of time and number of analysed projects can be presented in
the future. Also we encourage other practitioners to present comparison of findings
from theirs organisations, which would broaden the scope of the research in this
area.

16.5.3 Summary

We hope that the presented practices and tools, as well as practical pieces of advice
for each phase of a project life-cycle, will be a good source of information for other
organisations. Our recommendations can be used by organisations that are about to
start cooperation with subcontractors or by those who have already started their co-
operation. Naturally, we are not providing a silver bullet recipe for cooperation with
subcontractors, but our experiences applied and adjusted to the contexts of other or-
ganisation, should at least provide a good reference point for further improvements.

Appendix

Table 16.1 presents detailed findings for 8 Scrum projects and average values for all
18 investigated projects. The other project types included Iterative projects (marked
Iter.) and traditional/waterfall projects (marked WF). We have used scale from 1
to 5, where 5 is the best result, for the following metrics: Customer satisfaction,
Profitability, and Team performance. In subtotals for different project types, namely
‘Scrum Result’, ‘Iter. Result’, ‘WF Result’, and ‘Grand Total’, the project id (col-
umn Proj.) was replaced by the count of projects in given category. Additionally,
other values in those last four rows represent average values for the corresponding
project type.
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